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SUPPLEMENTAL REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF JEROME D. MIERZWA  

ON BEHALF OF THE CITIZENS 

UTILITY BOARD AND THE COOK COUNTY STATE’S ATTORNEY’S OFFICE (GCI) 

 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION DOCKET NO. 02-0067 

 

I.  Introduction 1 

Q. WOULD YOU PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS? 2 

 3 

A. My name is Jerome D. Mierzwa.  I am a principal and the President of Exeter Associates, 4 

Inc.  My business address is 12510 Prosperity Drive, Silver Spring, Maryland, 20904.  5 

Exeter specializes in providing public utility-related consulting services. 6 

 7 

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR SUPPLEMENTAL REBUTTAL TESTIMONY? 8 

 9 

A. The purpose of my supplemental rebuttal testimony is to supplement my rebuttal 10 

testimony based upon the Company’s response to CUB data request 3.01. 11 

 12 

Q. WITNESS BEHRENS CLAIMS THAT UNDER TRADITIONAL PGA REGULATION, 13 

GAS WITHDRAWN FROM STORAGE IN JANUARY IS PRICED BASED ON THE 14 

ESTIMATED COST OF PURCHASES FOR UPCOMING SUMMER INJECTIONS IN 15 

THE CURRENT YEAR, NOT THE PREVIOUS YEAR AS YOU CONTEND.  WHAT 16 

IS YOUR RESPONSE? 17 

 18 
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A. The seasonal price advantage associated with storage operations is realized by injecting 1 

gas into storage during the summer, when prices are typically lower, and withdrawing the 2 

gas during the subsequent winter when prices are typically higher.  Gas cannot be 3 

withdrawn from storage until after it is injected.  Under the Company’s pricing approach, 4 

the cost of gas in storage is based on gas being withdrawn from storage before it is 5 

injected.  In other words, gas withdrawn from storage in January 2000 is priced based on 6 

the cost of gas injected into storage in the summer of 2000, when in fact that gas was 7 

purchased and injected into storage during the summer of 1999.  It is my understanding 8 

that the Company uses this hypothetical gas cost determination approach to minimize 9 

differences between gas costs and revenues on a calendar basis.   10 

 11 

Even though the Company’s approach under the traditional regulation is counter-12 

intuitive, over time, the Company will recover its actual gas costs, no more, no less.  13 

Therefore over time, under traditional regulation, ratepayers will pay the same for gas 14 

regardless of the procedures used to price storage injections and withdrawals.  However, 15 

under the GCPP, the pricing of storage injections and withdrawals will have a significant 16 

impact on what ratepayers pay for gas.  As subsequently explained, the Storage Credit 17 

Adjustment component of the GCPP is flawed, and resulted in a reward for Nicor of $37 18 

million in calendar 2000 even though Nicor did not perform better than the market as 19 

measured by the applicable components of the GCPP Benchmark. 20 

 21 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW YOU DETERMINED THAT DURING CALENDAR 2000, 22 

NICOR DID NOT PERFORM BETTER THAN THE MARKET. 23 

 24 
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 A. There are two basic categories of gas costs experienced by Nicor:  (1) The reservation 1 

(demand) charges Nicor pays to its interstate pipelines for firm transportation and storage 2 

service; and (2) the commodity costs paid for the actual purchase of gas supplies and the 3 

commodity related transportation costs paid to interstate pipelines for the delivery of the 4 

purchased gas supplies to its citygate.  The Firm Deliverability Adjustment component of 5 

the Benchmark is intended to represent the reservation charges paid by Nicor under 6 

traditional regulation.  The actual firm transportation and storage reservation charges 7 

incurred by Nicor during calendar 2000 are identified in my direct testimony.  In calendar 8 

2000, the actual firm transportation and storage charges incurred by Nicor were higher 9 

than the Firm Deliverability Adjustment. 10 

 11 

The Market Index Cost and the Commodity Adjustment components of the 12 

Benchmark are intended to represent the gas commodity and commodity related 13 

transportation charges incurred by Nicor under traditional regulation.  GCI Exhibit 1.8 14 

identifies the actual gas commodity and commodity transportation costs incurred by 15 

Nicor in calendar 2000.  As shown there, in calendar 2000, the Company purchased 16 

260,208,758 MMbtu at an average cost, inclusive of gas commodity and commodity 17 

transportation costs, of $4.4899 MMbtu (CUB Data Request 1.13, Revised).  Benchmark 18 

gas commodity and commodity transportation costs, as measured by the Market Index 19 

and Commodity Adjustment, averaged $4.4856 MMbtu in calendar 2000.  As such, Nicor 20 

actually performed marginally worse than the commodity cost Benchmark in 2000.   21 

 22 

In summary, in calendar 2000, the actual gas costs incurred by Nicor exceeded 23 

gas costs as measured by the Benchmark, exclusive of the Storage Credit Adjustment.  24 

Under traditional regulation, Nicor would have recovered the actual gas cost experience 25 
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during calendar 2000 on a dollar-for-dollar basis.  The Storage Credit Adjustment is not a 1 

component of Nicor’s actual gas costs recovered under traditional regulation. As a result, 2 

even though the Company was unable to achieve actual gas costs which were less than 3 

any of the applicable components of the Benchmark in calendar 2000, the faulty Storage 4 

Credit Adjustment resulted in a $37 million reward for Nicor irrespective of performance. 5 

 Clearly, the GCPP should not operate so as to reward the Company when the Company 6 

has failed to purchase its gas supplies at prices below any of the applicable components 7 

of the Benchmark. 8 

 9 

Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR SUPPLEMENTAL REBUTTAL TESTIMONY? 10 

 11 

A. Yes, it does. 12 

 13 

 14 


